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Reframing the ideal citizen in Turkey: National belonging and economic success in the era of neo-liberalism

Özlem Altan-Olcay

Abstract
This paper explores how discourses of nationalism and neo-liberal conceptualizations of economic performance interact in Turkey, by analyzing cultural productions about business elites and workers in the media. I take up both business elites’ attempts at self-representation and how mainstream media portrays them to argue that these actors attempt to draw the contours of national belonging with respect to economic success. Even though the representations are diverse in definitions of national identity, they all formulate service to the nation in terms of business success and market performance. In addition, struggles with syndicated labor also produce relevant discourses of economic necessity and rationality only to be challenged by other ideas of political belonging, drawing their force from social rights. These reveal the contingency of formulations that construct desirable citizenship on the basis of one’s ability to contribute to economic growth. Through these examples, I suggest that discourses about market economies do not necessarily divest themselves of nation-state frameworks. Instead, they interact with cultural tools in local contexts, producing new social and political constellations that attempt to explain shifting social stratifications. I argue that these struggles over representation are part of a terrain of banal nationalism, transforming connotations of economic rationality, national belonging, and citizenship.

Keywords: Business elites, banal nationalism, neo-liberal citizenship, economic rationality
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Introduction

This paper explores the interaction between discourses of nationalism and neo-liberal conceptualizations of economic performance, by tracing cultural productions about business elites in the media. Its central questions are as follows: How are neo-liberal knowledge constructions articulated through nationalist sensibilities? What is the overall effect of this relationship? In exploring these questions, I look at individual success stories of the business elite, which have had extensive coverage in the mainstream media. I discuss these representations in terms of competitions and negotiations of legitimacy among elites, as well as between elites and syndicated labor.¹ These stories equate business success with contribution to economic growth, which in turn is formulated in terms of service to the nation. I argue that frequent references to the nation in stories of individual economic success can be seen as part of a terrain of banal nationalism.² In other words, it is only through establishing connections with the everyday reproduction of nationalist sentiments that proliferation of neo-liberal logics about individual rationality and responsibility in economic matters appear to make sense.

Proponents of neo-liberal agendas have often promoted economic restructuring on the basis of the argument that this is inevitable and required by global trends.³ I argue here that these discourses of economic rationality are not as sterile, technical, and inevitable as they attest to be. They interact with other discourses, myths, and knowledges. Nationalist discourses are one way in which market rationalities work in contextualized, specific terms. A case in point can be found in Turkey, whose economic structure has been transformed in accordance with neo-liberal tenets over the past thirty years. Starting with the 1980s, and accelerating in the 2000s, the state has dismantled the protectionist economic policies of the 1960s and 1970s; increased the power of the business elite in public decision-making; and instigated a dramatic retrenchment in the rights of the working classes. During the same period, nationalist discourses have continued to be a salient feature of public life.

With this study, I aim to make three contributions to debates on nationalism and economic transformation in general and to citizenship discourses in Turkey in particular. First, I argue that nationalism as a discourse facilitates the proliferation of neo-liberal agendas. It does so by contributing to the public re-conceptualization of the merits of re-

¹ I would like to thank Aslı Karaca and Merve Sancak for their assistance in the collection of media coverage.
lated economic policies in terms of their benefits to the nation. In this sense, the article is in dialogue with an emerging literature on economic nationalism, which disputes the classical definition, pitted in contrast to economic liberalism.\(^4\) Second, I aim to look at public representations of economic success from the perspective of banal nationalism.\(^5\) Nationalist discourses work in struggles about meanings of economic performance, precisely because they are a terrain with which everyone is familiar. This means that, for the specific case of Turkey, we can map the relevance of concepts such as service to and benefit for the nation, which have significant historical continuity, onto contemporary ideologies of neo-liberal individualism.\(^6\) Third, I propose that we can see in these public articulations attempts to shape the boundaries of desirable citizenship and hierarchies of political belonging. In these representations, economic rationality is associated with patriotism. Such associations with nationalist discourses produce differentiated types of political belonging and rights. Yet, at the same time, these links are never truly consolidated, and contests over them continue on a daily basis.

In what follows, I will first discuss studies of nationalism that debate its fate in an era of globalization. I will focus on studies, which argue for the concept’s continued relevance, by examining the ways in which nations and nationalisms are reproduced in the everyday. Second, I will look at the republican history of Turkey, focusing on two issues: shifts in economic structures and associated power relations between business and labor; and continuities in interrelated discourses of service to, utility for, and threat to the nation. This section will provide the anchor for contemporary representations that link economic performance with service to the nation. Third, I will turn my attention to two individual cases of elite success, which received extensive media coverage between 2006 and 2008. The first concerns the ascendance of a businessman of Turkish origin to the top of the Coca Cola Company. The second concerns a company with conservative leanings, which in 2003 launched a local soft-drink called Cola Turka. The public portrayals of these two cases illustrate some of the existing ideological divisions in Turkey over religion, tradition, and modernity. Nevertheless, the stories reveal a common emphasis: the actors allege to fulfill their national duties by portraying themselves as economically rational entrepreneurs and de-


\(^5\) Billig, *Banal Nationalism*.

sirable representatives of Turkey in the international arena. Finally, I will extend the discourses emerging from these cases to the struggles between organized labor and the business elite during the same period. I will show how, during strikes, business actors use the same nationalist framing for neo-liberal market rationalities, constructing a paradoxical continuity with the previous periods. Yet, the workers also deploy discourses of nationalism, with different meanings attached to service to the nation and citizenship. The results are ambiguous: on the one hand, the fact that everyone uses the same discourses of service contributes to the pervasiveness of banal nationalism. On the other hand, to the extent that workers emphasize citizenship dignity and social rights, the business elite’s claims to service to and utility for the country falls flat.

Nations and nationalisms in the neo-liberal age

Studies of nationalism in the 1980s, engaging with the increasing interconnectedness of cultures have raised questions about the future relevance of national cultures. The idea of national culture, after all, depended on the perseverance of demarcated boundaries, and it seemed less possible to achieve this in an age of movement of images, people, and objects. However, other, more recent studies have rejected such predictions for a variety of reasons, including the resilience of nations as historic cultural formations; transformations in state power rather than an absolute decline; the rise of nationalist movements after the 1990s; and the myriad ways in which nationalism continues to be reproduced internationally. The rest of this section engages with these latter arguments and situates this article in relation to them.

Smith, for instance, has argued that nations are still relevant, because economic globalization may have transformed state power, but it has not necessarily weakened it in absolute terms. He has further posited that the recent wave of nationalist movements is a testament to the resilience of “the national idea.” Kaldor has argued that new nationalisms can be read as modern-day responses to the challenges of globalization. In other words, she has placed the cause of the resilience not in nationalism’s

---

9 Smith, Nationalism: Theory, Ideology, History.
transcendence, but rather in its ability as a political ideology to mobilize people in the face of increasing insecurity and inequality.\textsuperscript{11} Scholars conceptualizing nationalism as a discourse have studied how it is reproduced in the everyday. Billig has mapped out the link between seemingly non-politicized aspects of everyday life and assumptions about nationhood, national identity, and boundaries.\textsuperscript{12} His concept of banal nationalism has inspired a vast array of studies focusing on, among others, three issues: First, nationalism as a central discursive formation involves continual production and reproduction, with the effect of safeguarding existing political arrangements. Second, this reproduction consists of active projects of eliciting citizenship allegiance, such as national holidays and ceremonies, but it is even more powerful in instances and places in which nationalism is not overt. The latter include the visual presence of national symbols,\textsuperscript{13} the public education system,\textsuperscript{14} corporate advertising,\textsuperscript{15} and so on. Third, the relationship between globalization and nationalism needs a thorough rethinking. Accordingly, nationalism as a discourse is powerful, not only because of an ongoing domestic reproduction, but also because of its international availability and prominence.\textsuperscript{16}

Instances of banal nationalism can also be found in public discussions of economic rationality, profitability, and economic liberalization. In recent years, critical scholars of economic nationalism have argued that the classical definition of the concept has lacked a key emphasis on nationalism, thus mistakenly pitting it as the opposite of economic liberalism.\textsuperscript{17} Accordingly, economic nationalism as a discourse can be utilized to support all types of economic policies, as long as these can be defined as being in the interest of the nation. Following these scholars, I aim to study the ways in which nationalism as discourse makes the proliferation of neo-liberal economic ideology possible. In the Turkish case, it does so through public debates regarding what it takes to be an

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{11} Ibid., 161-177.
\bibitem{12} Billig, \textit{Banal Nationalism}.
\bibitem{13} Katheryn Cramer, “Banal Catalanism?,” \textit{National Identities} 2, no. 2 (2000).
\bibitem{16} Craig Calhoun, \textit{Nationalism} (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1998).
\end{thebibliography}
ideal, desirable Turkish citizen. Representations of economic success in nationalistic rhetoric reproduce historical notions of service to the nation in new ways, linking them to ideas of individual productivity, profitability, and rationality.

Thus, discourses of nationalism, citizenship, and neo-liberal ideology are all related to one another. The self-presentations of the business elite in the media, their internal competitions, as well as disputes with labor draw on nationalist vocabularies, specifically emphasizing rationality, service, and benefit. The attempts of the business elite in monopolizing the definition of service to the nation have an impact on the acceptability of neo-liberal practices. These public debates about service to the nation also point to the proliferation of “differentiated citizenships.” In other words, if we define citizenship in terms of the meanings that people attribute to it in the everyday, we can trace how discourses of desirable national identity construct mechanisms of exclusion and privilege. In the particular case of Turkey, public discussions reveal the production of exclusion and hierarchy at the juncture of neo-liberal moral assumptions about individual rationality, responsibility, and representation of individual economic success as service to the nation.

Buğra has shown that, while capitalism and actions of capitalist classes have usually been depicted in terms of a rational and universalist bourgeois order, a more grounded approach seeks to study the activities and political claims of the business classes situated in specific social relations. She lays out how, in the case of Turkey, competing definitions of cultural specificity and related discourses of national interest have been integral to business classes’ self-representations as well as their business associations’ strategies. Here, I am interested in the everyday public discourses through which such developments in Turkey are debated, questioned, and/or justified. I look at the proliferation of discourses of public interest, service to the nation, and the like in the media, around the names of public corporate figures, as well as around their contestations with the laboring classes.

An economic history of (social) citizenship in Turkey

This section documents, for the case of Turkey, the continuities in the discourses of service to the nation and ambivalence regarding the West, through periods of different economic arrangements and ideologies. It also pays attention to citizenship regimes’ shifts constructed by economic arrangements.

The early decades of the republic were marked by the state elite’s efforts to establish national institutions and define the tenets of nationalism, as well as the relationship between state and citizens. Borrowing from the political discussions of the late Ottoman period, they drew upon binary vocabularies such as modern versus backward, Western versus Eastern; and “the West” became the model for selective reform attempts. Corporatism dominated the founding nationalist ideology, “which negated the existence of class and other sectional interests in the body politic, and saw the party as the representative of the whole nation.” As a result, public articulations of class interests were shunned and the definition of a Turkish citizen whose raison d’être was service to the Turkish state became central.

Economic developments were integral to these ideologies in three ways. First, early efforts of industrialization were led by the state, and they were nearly always coded in terms of catching up with the “advanced countries of the West.” Thus, economic growth came to be fuelled by a West-looking nationalist fervor. Second, the early republican period gave rise to a generation of urban industrialists, their success often being a result of state support. Third, the ideology of classless citizens meant that individuals’ public presence could only be justified in terms of their service to the entire nation-state. Ideal citizens were to be modern and fulfilling their national(ist) duties by being industrious, obedient, and grateful.

Ironically, these efforts of distancing the new republic from the recent past and the Arab East built upon already ongoing discussions and political projects of the late Ottoman period. For continuities between the Ottoman Empire and Republican Turkey, cf. Şerif Mardin, Din ve İdeoloji (İstanbul: İletişim, 1997); Taha Parla, Ziya Gökalp, Kemalizm ve Türkiye’de Korporatizm (İstanbul: İletişim, 1999); Çağlar Keyder, Memalik-i Osmaniye’den Avrupa Birliği’ne (İstanbul: İletişim, 2003).


Buğra, State and Business in Modern Turkey; Çağlar Keyder, Türkiye’de Devlet ve Sınıflar (İstanbul: İletişim, 1989).

Üstel, Makbul Vatandaş'ın Peşinde.
the citizen-subject as such, but the center was always fearful that those who remained outside its gaze could easily challenge these ideals.

With the end of the single-party rule in 1946, the electoral defeat of the Republican People’s Party in 1950, and the onset of the Cold War, a new set of ideas became part of the nationalist ideology. The Democrat Party, having won the 1950 elections on a campaign against the elitism of the earlier period, frequently drew on religiosity as part of the Turkish nation. At the same time, the new government allied itself with the United States in the Cold War, thereby continuing the practice of defining the Turkish nation as part of the West. It exhibited great suspicion against the state planning of the economy and lent full support to private business. In fact, the 1950s witnessed the birth of many members of contemporary big business in Turkey. Yet, by the end of the decade—as a result of the volatility of economic policies, inflationary pressures, and spiraling budget deficits along with the government’s increasing authoritarian tendencies—this relationship began to show signs of ambivalence. After the 1960 coup, similar to trajectories in the rest of the developing world, import-substituting industrialization (ISI) became central to the economic climate. The government supported the capital accumulation of the emerging business classes by mechanisms such as tariff barriers and overvalued exchange rates. For the rest of society, it utilized semi-formal strategies—such as public employment as a last resort, the absence of agricultural taxes, and tacit consent to migrant settlement on state-owned land—to prevent destitution, in exchange for support for the existing regime.

In this period, discourses of national benefit and duty-bound conceptualizations of citizenship continued. ISI policies, which allowed for the flourishing of a capitalist class, were defended on the basis of their service to national economic growth. Thus, as business classes benefited from the absence of international competition and consolidated their economic power, this was articulated as a policy choice in favor of the nation-state. On the one hand, the new capitalist class was expected to be successful in generating profit and contributing to economic growth, by utilizing ISI. On the other hand, in her study of the autobiographies of businessmen whose emergence dates to this period, Buğra has shown that these actors

29 Buğra, State and Business in Modern Turkey: A Comparative Study, 55.
30 Ibid., 120-130.
were anxious to make sure that their success be seen in terms of contribution to the national economy’s well-being. Profit-making activities had negative connotations in the popular perception: Individual success became palatable only when it was portrayed as in the service of the state and the nation. As for the working classes, the structure of the economy in which family-based income retained significance; wages continued to be one source of income among others; and the paternalist state continued to discipline and reward families through semi-formal mechanisms, in return for the practices of loyal citizen-subjects.

The ISI model was predicated on the continuity of external funding and borrowing. After the 1974 global financial crisis, the Turkish economy went into a severe and persistent shortage of foreign exchange. With the 1980 military coup, in the absence of elections and due to the brutal repression of resistance, the new government undertook a massive restructuring of the economy, overhauling much of the protectionism of the previous era. This trend was consolidated in the 1990s and 2000s, as a result of the end of the Cold War and the global proliferation of neo-liberal ideology and policies.

The consequences of this transformation were manifold for Turkish citizens. First, poverty and inequality indicators revealed a worsening trend throughout the 1990s, continuing into the twenty-first century. The social exclusion especially of the laboring classes grew visibly. Second, authoritarian tendencies persisted. After the coup, leftist activists perished in police stations and prisons, and union mobilization was curbed. Several pieces of legislation have continued to infringe on freedom of speech, sentencing people for “assaulting Turkish nationhood,” for instance. These processes also held back protests challenging the models adopted for economic restructuring. The third interrelated factor was the domestic ascendancy of a neo-liberal paradigm. Neo-liberal logics—trumped by local and international technocrats and business classes—promoted ideas such as the need for flexibility in the economy, the value of individual entrepreneurial skills, and the inevitable costs of

32 Buğra, State and Business in Modern Turkey.
35 The infamous Article 301 of the Turkish Penal Code, introduced in 2005 and modified slightly in 2008, continues to be invoked in order to take to court intellectuals, journalists, and publishers, especially those who voice opinions challenging official views and practices regarding the minorities.
Restructuring. This era witnessed the growing visibility of new social classes made up of entrepreneurs, who benefited from the new relaxed rules in trade and finance, and export incentives, as well as high-end professionals in the growing sectors of finance, marketing, advertising, and the like. As a result of their growing economic power, these actors became increasingly vocal about their perspective on how the governments should act. These economic developments have involved two coeval discourses: First, during the economic restructuring, the capacity of the state for offsetting marginalization and inequality was both reduced and delegitimized. Both international and local technocrats and business classes argued that it was economically necessary and rational to dismantle existing mechanisms of social protection. Second, similar to practices elsewhere in the region, segments within the business classes have attempted to reproduce their distinction and legitimacy vis-à-vis each other and the laboring classes by culturalizing their privileged position in existing inequalities. The more consolidated urban classes especially in Istanbul—famously named “white Turks”—have identified with a particular image of “the West” and ideologies of Westernization, and they have adopted arrogant attitudes towards those unable to pass as “Western.” Yet, these identifications have also continued to articulate ambivalent relations with “the West.” They have combined discourses of national authenticity, admiration for “the West,” and distrust of anything “foreign.” There was also another group, emerging from the urban centers of Asia Minor—initially called “Anatolian tigers.” These have defined themselves more conspicuously in terms of religiosity and communitarianism. They, too, have adopted nationalism, but more strongly emphasized the Islamic difference of Turkish society vis-à-vis “the West.” Both groups have supported economic liberalization, whether in the name of drawing economically and politically closer to the West,

37 Buğra, “The Place of the Economy in Turkish Society,” 468.
or because it would empower the “ordinary” people of Turkey, or because this is what Turkish modernization required. Thus, neo-liberal tenets and practices have been attached to very specific, local ideologies and in the process reproduced hierarchical modes of political belonging.

These reproductions are not necessarily confined to the terrain of political actors’ public speeches or discussions on policy-making between technocrats, politicians, and business association representatives. Media coverage of the business elite individually and business-labor conflicts in particular sectors have also become integral to public discussions of political membership and the reproduction of banal nationalism. In fact, because these daily practices are less obviously political, they are more likely to produce the kinds of effects that link neo-liberal thinking with nationalist discourses.

**Economic success and the ideal citizen**

Literature on consumer nationalism, stemming from Billig’s work, deals with such nationalist discourses in the seemingly non-politicized world of corporate brand positioning. It shows that various channels of marketing and advertising construct consumption as a way of displaying patriotism and performing an individual national(ist) identity. In the particular case of Turkey, Özyürek has documented how, in the late 1990s, secular-nationalist individuals responded to what they saw as the increasing public visibility of Islamic symbols, by producing, buying, and circulating “miniaturized” images of Atatürk. She has argued that, as these social actors have attempted to reconcile the early republican state nationalism with the contemporary infusion of market-based globalization, they have carried state symbolism into private spheres. The development of markets for the symbols of Islamic and secular understandings of Turkey has also signified the proliferation of contests over the meaning of Turkish national identity.

Relevantly, when watching commercials on Turkish channels, it is hard to miss the fact that, in many examples, brand positioning speaks through imaginations of the nation. During international soccer tournaments, we watch the mothers of soccer players drinking or eating this or that specific product. Sponsoring banks air commercials that resemble


action-hero cartoons whose protagonists look like the soccer players. Especially when national holidays draw near, advertising companies dig up a few words that Atatürk once uttered and find a way of making it part of the heritage of the particular company advertised. In their discussion of the advertising launch of Cola Turka, Özkan and Foster have framed the prevalence of nationalist themes in terms of both a shift in the construction of citizenship and continuity in the national imagining.\footnote{Derya Özkan and Robert J. Foster, “Consumer Citizenship, Nationalism, and Neoliberal Globalization in Turkey: Advertising Launch of Cola Turka,” Advertising and Society Review 6, no. 3 (2005).} As Turkey’s economic policies have moved away from state developmentalism to market-driven economic growth, these campaigns have signaled the transformation of citizens into consumers of globally recognized Turkish products. Despite the increased emphasis on individual consumption as an act of patriotic citizenship, this nationalism continues to draw on vocabularies of competing with the West and becoming part of a global modernity, which are at the core of republican nationalism. In their discussion of Bora’s mapping of nationalisms in Turkey,\footnote{Bora, “Nationalist Discourses in Turkey.”} Özkan and Foster reconceptualize “liberal nationalism” as “neo-liberal nationalism.” The concept of “neo-liberal nationalism” draws out the production of nationalist pride in globalized consumption patterns in the local context and the dynamic domestic economy embedded in a neo-liberal world, which makes them possible.\footnote{Özkan and Foster, “Consumer Citizenship.”}

Another approach to the relationship between nationalism, consumer citizenship, and neo-liberal ideologies is to focus not on the products that are being consumed, but on how the business elite, who build these companies, market themselves as signifiers of desirable national citizenship. This perspective pays attention to how associations between neo-liberalism and nationalism produce discourses of hierarchical belonging to the nation. To this end, two cases converge in the themes of nationalism and neo-liberal logic, around an internationally recognized soft drink: the recent upsurge in media reporting on Muhtar Kent, a Turkish citizen who became the president of Coca Cola; and the Ülker family, known for their Islamic conservatism, whose company produces Cola Turka, a local variant of the soft drink. These cases suggest the construction of a desirable Turkish citizen as one whose private success marks their service to the nation. The commonalities in the stories of these seemingly contrasting figures display the transformation of “neo-liberal nationalism” into a condition to be taken for granted, beyond other ideological differences.
Between February 2006 and December 2007, several newspapers in the mainstream media devoted front-page coverage to Muhtar Kent, a Turkish citizen, who had become the CEO of Coca Cola. Kent, who had emigrated to the US and worked at Coca Cola since 1978, returned to the company in 2005, after a six-year period in which he ran one of the best-known beverage companies in Turkey. Upon his return, he worked briefly as chief operating officer of North Asia, Eurasia, and the Middle East group and as president of Coca Cola International, until it was announced in 2007 that he would take over as the CEO of the entire company.\(^{49}\) When announcements about these consecutive promotions came through, they became popular news items.

In the initial days, many headlines transformed Kent from a successful businessperson into a Turk who had figuratively conquered the world with his ascendency to the top of the most globalized brand. In 2006, when he first became the head of Coca Cola International, an op-ed described the event and Kent in the following words: “This is the highest rank a Turk has achieved in a multinational company […] Muhtar Kent is not merely a manager, but a person who spends a lot of effort for this country.”\(^{50}\) Kent himself described his success as part of a rising trend of Turkish managers: “This success is not only my own. There are at least ten Turkish managers at Coca Cola. Turks have only just started to show their success.”\(^{51}\) In another interview, he emphasized that every Turk working in multinational companies should be seen as a representative of Turkey.\(^{52}\) Wall Street Journal’s journalist covering Turkey went even further in describing the event: Accordingly, Western companies saw Turkey’s role in the region as the new Ottoman State.\(^{53}\) In almost all of these stories, there was an undertone of admiration and call for pride at the least, and overt attempts to connect this individual’s success to collective achievements at the most. The title of a news item summarized it all: “God CEOs are dead; the new trend is Turkish CEOs.”\(^{54}\)

---


This emphasis on Kent’s Turkishness and his depiction as Turkey’s pride and representative had multiple implications: First, the category of the Turk was stabilized; the desirable Turk became one who, so to speak, could conquer the world with his intelligence and success. In fact, there were comments about how skills unique to Turkish professionals played an important role in the increasing number of Turkish citizens in top positions in large companies around the world.\(^{55}\) Second, this emphasis on Turkishness as a stable category was connected with how these persons’ successful careers also constituted a success of and for Turkey. They were depicted as \textit{de facto} representatives of the country and defenders of its national interests.\(^{56}\) Even the prime minister publicly announced how pleased he was with Kent’s success and that he had personally congratulated him on the phone.\(^{57}\)

The naturalization of the link between international business success and Turkishness also had the effect of constructing Kent and his likes as role models for the rest of society. His former boss proclaimed: “Kent has become a model for Turkish youth.”\(^{58}\) His story, published over and over, emphasized his humble beginnings, having immigrated to the United States with USD 1,000 in his pocket. In the interviews, he remembered how he had started as a truck-driver for the company.\(^{59}\) There were other details less frequently included: he had been born the son of a Turkish ambassador to New York;\(^{60}\) he had spent his childhood in several different countries because of his father’s profession; and he had graduated from an American high school in Turkey and then from universities in Great Britain.\(^{61}\) Instead, the descriptions mostly revolved around how his humility, hard work, and multicultural exposure had made his success possible. Similarly, there were also references to other


\(^{56}\) “Muhtar Bey Coca-Cola’da ‘Dünya’yı Yönetecek.”


Turkish citizens holding administrative positions in large conglomerates. They also asserted themselves as role models by giving advice to youth. Be well-rounded, work hard, develop leadership skills, pay adequate attention to social life and co-workers, dream big, and situate yourself in and construct environments in which one gains learning experience—these were some of the advice reported in a newspaper interview with several such CEOs. In these descriptions, other details pertaining to social and economic advantage based on class origin were either invisible or described as part of individual skills and one’s multicultural choices. The redefinition of the self through advice given to “Turkish youth,” therefore, helped define their socio-economically privileged positions in terms of a justifiable consequence of economic success and cultural leadership.

Kent frequently spoke at international venues, gave interviews to journalists, and explained his perspective on public policy-making. These public speeches were predicated on his self-representation as a rational, successful and globalized professional, looking out for the interests of the country. His opinions were widely covered. For him, countries should have visions to achieve growth, just like companies; governments should have long-term relations with corporations in order to create employment; and governments should pay due attention to requirements of transparency, infrastructure, and adequate energy supplies in order to attract investment. He also talked about how there might be a rocky road ahead for Turkey because further growth required tough decisions to be made. He frequently spoke about Turkey’s accession process to the EU, describing it as a “win-win” situation for both sides. His articulations were part of a general trend in which the business elite has become more vocal on government policies, drawing strength also from the increasing global authority of neo-liberal discourses. These actors justified their public speeches with self-identifications of expertise, experience,
success, and responsible patriotism. In other words, their economic success both implied that they knew how to run the economy and appeared to be a proof of their willingness to serve the nation. A further implication of such arguments was that because they knew the economy and were patriotic, it was only expected that they would have a privileged voice in economic decision-making at the public level. Thus, their definition of economic rationality was to be accepted not only because it was globally true, but also because these actors voiced them with nationalist sensibilities.

These claims to national representation and ideal citizenship held secular undertones and were uttered by a largely urbanized and Westernized business elite. Their position in society did not go unchallenged. Yet, even in these challenges there were continuities. To explore this further, I will take up the case of the company Ülker, which, due to the known conservatism of the family owning the company, has been associated with “green capital”—namely, Islamist capital. The allegory “green capital” has inspired fear and protest among secular nationalists, who feel that the increasing power of “Muslim business” threatens the Western modernity of Turkey. In the case of Ülker, this has even led to self-identified secular consumers occasionally boycotting this company’s products. In 2003, the company launched Cola Turka, which was able to grab a significant market share from Coca Cola and Pepsi Cola in Turkey. Thus, on the one hand, there was the success of a visibly secular, multicultural, “white” Turk ascending to the top position of a global company, while, on the other hand, there was a local company rivaling global brands.

Ülker launched the product with a nation-wide campaign, part of which was a series of TV commercials starring the American actor Chevy Chase. In each of these commercials, Chase found himself in a series of bizarre situations: People around him spoke half-Turkish, half-English. Soccer fans celebrated in Times Square. Women called out to the local grocery store to load their purchases in the baskets which they had let down from their windows on a string, an image which invoked both a common practice in old neighborhoods in Turkey and a nostalgia for a time when people in the same street were closer to one another. Chase’s family sang a famous Turkish march after drinking Cola Turka. His wife cooked Turkish dishes and poured out a bucket of water behind the departing in-laws, a customary gesture that symbolizes one’s

---

wish for the guests to travel safely and return soon. For the Turkish audi-
cence, these commercials were entertaining because they depicted a se-
ries of extraordinary situations in which American actors spoke Turkish
with an American accent, used Turkish aphorisms, and alluded to Turk-
ish traditions. At the same time, they stroked national pride: Instead
of Turkish people drinking Coca Cola and becoming Americanized,
Americans were drinking Cola Turka and becoming Turkified.

In his discussion of postcolonial nationalisms, Chatterjee has ar-
gued that the modern nation is not equivalent to, but rather different
from what is seen as Western culture. The nationalist discourse makes
a distinction between the material and spiritual, aiming “to adapt itself
to the requirements of a modern material world without losing its true
identity.” In the case of Turkey, this ambivalent relationship to the West
has historically been very significant in official nationalist discourses also
adopted by urban middle-class populations. The significance of Ülker,
in this context, was its ability to position Cola Turka as something that
redefines national identity and challenges historical paradigms associat-
ed with the ideologies of the “white Turk.” In their version, as the creator
of the campaign argued, tradition becomes something in which to take
pride without any reservations whatsoever. Özkan and Foster have ar-
gued that this particular advertising campaign can be perceived as rep-
resenting the proliferation of consumer nationalism in Turkey, whereby
a successful merger of market capitalism and existing nationalist ideolo-
gies is achieved. Nationalist discourses around neo-liberal economic
tenets are also about the business classes attempting to describe service
to the nation in economic terms. In this sense, if the performance of
nationalism in consuming Cola Turka becomes a common-sense refer-
ence, an implicit element of this reference involves praise for the actors
who make this achievement possible. Hence the emphasis a company
representative made: “[i]n seven countries and ten factories, the Turkish
flag and Ülker’s flag are fluttering.”

Another event attests to this interpretation: In 2007, Ülker an-
nounced that the company had reached an agreement with Campbell to
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purchase Godiva Chocolate from them. In newspaper reports and interviews about this event, the same two issues frequently came up: the logo of the brand—Lady Godiva, a naked woman, riding on a horse—and the fact that some of their product lines contained liquor or were kosher. Reporters pointed to the contrast between the values of the family who owned the company and these non-Islamic symbols.\(^{72}\) In fact, some remembered the overtly religious appearance of the workers that the family had hired for some of their factories in the 1980s.\(^{73}\) Company representatives and family members dismissed such reports, emphasizing that these were probably the only things that had not come up during the negotiations, with the implication that becoming a global competitor had nothing to do with religion.\(^{74}\) They also argued that they had to employ the kind of workers who incited accusations of fundamentalism during that period, due to frequent strikes that left them no other choice.\(^{75}\) In other words, economic rationality trumped religiosity (and fear of religious fundamentalism). At the same time the purchase was described as “Ülker’s bayram gift to Turkey,”\(^{76}\) and the company representatives persistently emphasized how they were happy that a Turkish company now owned such a globally recognized brand.\(^{77}\) Such public speeches formulated Turkish nationality in terms of a different balance between “tradition” and “modernity.” Newspaper coverage placed religiosity at the core of the identity of the family in question, unlike in the case of Kent.

Despite these differences, there were two similarities in these representations. First, ideas and sentiments of national belonging were never questioned. Second, private business success was described as a
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contribution to the national collective. The one constant was the struggle to consolidate a positive connection between individual rationality, economic savvy, and the usefulness of such characteristics for the entire collective. These commonalities are reminiscent of arguments emerging from studies of governmentality, about the discourses, knowledges, and techniques that constitute and govern populations, by determining the meanings of “normal,” “virtuous,” and “desirable,” as well as those who embodies these characteristics. Accordingly, these liberal discourses of citizenship contain moral assumptions about who is responsible and capable of self-governing and who is not. Such logics limit participation to those actors who have internalized circumscribed roles defined in terms of rationality and civility. Discourses of responsibility and self-governance signal a shift from citizenship narratives of egalitarianism and universal rights to those of market freedom and individualism. In this world of neo-liberal citizenship, social interactions are market-driven and do not involve institutionalized mechanisms of reciprocity and redistribution outside of market exchange, because the latter induce “perverse incentives” against individual effort.

In this particular case, the profound addition is that narratives about individual economic rationality and market-based citizenship worked insofar as they attached themselves to nationalist discourses. There were two interrelated ideas: becoming (or becoming part of) a global brand, thereby representing Turkey; and serving Turkey by producing, selling, and contributing to economic growth. These discourses are representative of a larger shift in the way in which the business classes have defined themselves in the post-1980s context. Increasing emphasis on the rationality of these groups (evidenced by their success) and patriotism (evidenced by the contribution of their success to economic growth) has become part of their demands for more participation in policy-making in Turkey. Yet, at the same time, they have startling continuities with previous periods, in which economic success was also justified through positive links with nationalist ideology requiring citizens to serve the country. Economic “logics” of individual rationality and economic success were not outside the paradigms through which the collectivity has been identified.


Owning the company, owning the country

Around the same time as the success stories of these business elite made headlines in the newspapers, there were also numerous strikes in different sectors. These strikes became the grounds on which business representatives built upon previously discussed logics in order to make their case, while the labor representatives challenged them. In this section, I will focus on struggles over how to define rationality and irrationality, meanings of service and disservice, and national cost and benefit.

When we consider nationalism as a discourse, any proclamation about the characteristics of a nation should be understood as “a contingent, conjuncturally fluctuating, and precarious frame of vision and basis for individual and collective action.” The ubiquity of nationalism stems not necessarily from universally accepted ideas of who constitutes the nation. Rather, because different groups contest each other with different definitions of nationhood, each contribute to the reproduction of the nation. In these particular cases, when the members of the business elite nationalized their business success and framed their neo-liberal economic ideology as a rationality of ideal Turkish citizens, the laboring classes constructed different meanings for service to the nation, rationality, and citizenship. In some ways, these constructions challenged the attempts to define the desirable citizen in terms of nationalist service performed through individual rationality and economic success. Yet, at the same time, some of the challenges built on and reproduced the nationalist rhetoric.

During the time when the previously discussed media representations offered a connection between neo-liberal productivity and service to the nation, there were also numerous strikes in Turkey, including protests and strikes in the Tuzla shipyards against the skyrocketing fatal accidents; a strike at Türk Telekom, the main telecommunications company that was privatized in 2005; a protest that almost turned into a strike at Turkish Airlines, which had been privatized in 2006; protests and strikes in a number of municipalities; and massive, nation-wide demonstrations against the new Social Security Law.

In these strikes,

82 The new law was passed in 2008, but the years under discussion here witnessed heated debates about the making of the law. These debates centered on how the proposed law unified the fractured system at the lowest common denominator, increased the retirement age, expanded the premiums individuals had to pay, made access to health services more contractual, and continued to build on and exacerbate gender-based inequalities in care work. Cf. Ayşe Buğra, “AKP Döneminde Sosyal Politika ve Vatandaşlık,” Toplum ve Bilim, no. 208 (2007); Berna Yazıcı, “Social Work and Social Exclusion in Turkey: An Overview,” New Perspectives on Turkey, no. 38 (2008); Aslihan Aykaç Yanardağ, “Karşılaştırmalı
workers demanded salary raises compensating for real-income erosion; the leveling of differences in the wages of workers who do the same job, but happen to have joined the company at different times; and a safe work environment. They also protested against the shrinking of their existing social rights and social security benefits.

In the face of protests and strikes, the business elite became even more vocal in their vision of the state of affairs. Within and outside these contestations, the business elite constantly emphasized that they were serving the country, by contributing to economic growth and by becoming a global brand. They also asserted that they knew what needed to be done in order to achieve such success, defined in terms of Turkey’s triumph, given the existing limitations posed by global economic realities. At the end of 2007, an article in the daily Hürriyet praised a recent declaration by Türk-İş Union about consuming all products produced in Turkey (including Coca Cola, as opposed to only the products of Turkish companies) with the rationale that these provided jobs to Turkish citizens. For the writer, this declaration was similar to the German trade unions’ proposal of a zero-percent pay increase in order to prevent the automotive industry production from moving to countries with lower labor costs. He ended his commentary by rhetorically asking whether the same labor union would act in a similar fashion regarding collective bargains with Telekom. In asking this question, he noted the company’s mounting operating and financial difficulties, as well as the employer’s limited capacities. Thus, the author wrote from the perspective of the business elite: for him, global competition and economic crises, their local ramifications, and the obligation to navigate these circumstances provided the initial framework within which labor discussions were supposed to take place. In several of the strikes, those sitting at the employer end of the table continuously projected similar discourses of “economic realities.” For instance, in response to strikes in the tire industry, the president of Sabancı Holding declared that they might have to move away due to the high labor costs of production: “Other players in the sector have decided to make investments elsewhere, [...] We have doubled the capacity of Brisa in the past five years. But with our Japanese partner [...] we are working on possible investment projects abroad. If we have to leave, we

will go to Egypt.” Accordingly, this was a period of immense global competition, which required companies to be as efficient and flexible as possible. The implication was that, if workers did not want their jobs to migrate to places where labor costs were less, they would have to accept the existing conditions.

The business elite also argued that the irrational demands and irresponsible protests of workers posed a threat to the nation. In each strike, there were accusations of “outside forces” as well as “bad intentions.” The president of Turkish Airlines said on several occasions that “a strike will hurt the institution and the country.” The head of an association of owners of hotels and other touristic enterprises argued that, at a moment in time when Turkey’s biggest problem was unemployment, “people should be thankful to THY [Turkish Airlines] for providing 11,500 jobs instead of thinking about a strike.” The head of the national tourism association warned that in case of a strike among Turkish Airlines workers, Turkish tourism would lose not only income, but also suffer from an image problem. Furthermore, he called the company a “flag carrier” and a “national company,” for which everyone had to make sacrifices. These discourses of (in)security and attention to the nation’s well-being were all too familiar. They were possible because they utilized the already established vocabulary of Turkish nationalism.

In response, workers questioned the idea that the business leaders were the architects of growth, and they emphasized that it was their everyday work and sacrifice that had made the nation what it was. Thus, they contended that for the good of the entire country, their work was...
as central as, if not more important than that of the business classes. These arguments did assume that there was merit to drawing a connection between contribution to economic growth and service to the nation. Yet, they claimed a more significant role in this link. Furthermore, in response to accusations that they were hurting Turkey, in several cases the strikers turned the tables. They acknowledged that the strike might hurt the country, but claimed that the culprit was the business elite who were unwilling to negotiate. For instance, the labor union negotiating with Turkish Airlines announced that going on strike was their constitutional right, but added that they genuinely hoped that Turkey’s interests, Turkish tourism, and Turkish Airlines would not be hurt. To that end they were ready to participate in any effort of reconciliation. With this announcement they threw the ball back to the company’s management, inviting them to be constructive. In the Türk Telekom strike decision, the union representative argued: “We are not a terrorist organization, we’re a labor union. We’re seeking workers’ rights.” The same union announced that, because they did not want citizens to suffer, they would initiate the strike after the upcoming religious holiday, during which the use of phone lines usually increased. In this way, they were able to turn the arguments of the management around and use it to justify their position. Yet, at the same, they consolidated nationalist discourses about threat and insecurity.

Another debate took place around what was rationally possible and what was not. Given the contemporary circumstances, the representative of a business association argued that strikes were “outmoded” acts. The notion of “outmoded” strikes implied a differentiation between those who were rational and those who remained “stuck in the past.” According to this discourse, the business elites knew economic realities better than any other group. Therefore, they also knew what was best for Turkey as a whole, but the “uneducated” workers did not. For them, this lack of awareness of existing limitations caused other labor-business problems as well. For instance, several Tuzla shipyard owners claimed that the reason for fatal work accidents was the workers’ lack of education.
Accordingly, workers were dying because they were ignorant. During the Türk Telekom strike and the period of privatization, when about 20,000 workers of the company applied to remain state employees, business leaders spoke of “panic” and “ignorance” among the workers. The workers purportedly did not understand (or did not have the capacity to understand) that what was being offered to them was a good deal. Similarly, in the Turkish Airlines negotiations, the administration representatives repeatedly announced that their offer was much better than that of other corporations. These examples repeated in creative ways notions such as economic necessity and inevitable cost. Those who spoke soberly while using these phrases drew boundaries between actors who were rational and knowledgeable enough to understand this language, and those who reacted to them in “uncivil” and “irrational” ways. These representations of rationality also became part of the articulation of ideal (and therefore deserving) citizens versus others.

However, labor union representatives challenged these narratives, also utilizing familiar frames. The workers accused the business leaders of being irrational, giving statistical evidence on mounting poverty and how workers’ real income had eroded over the years. They asked how rational it was for the business elite to expect workers to survive on their meager salaries, let alone retain their dignity as human beings. In a particularly striking example, the president of the union representing the shipyard workers in Tuzla, Cem Dinç, said the following at a conference in 2008: “They say that it is the ignorant, uneducated workers that get killed. Recently, one of our friends was crushed to death when a forty-ton block fell on him. Would it have mattered if he had had a PhD?” This evocative intervention into dichotomies of education versus lack thereof, and rationality versus irrationality revealed the fragility of these narratives.
of the discourses that the business elite adopted. By emphasizing another way of experiencing economic realities, the workers turned the tables.

Workers also responded to accusations of not thinking of national interests and posing a national threat from within the same discourse. For this, they frequently deployed three aspects of the Turkish nationalist rhetoric: what the denial of rights means in terms of Turkey’s Western aspirations; multi-faceted suspicions towards the other; and the necessity of contributing to the well-being of the nation. One powerful way of speaking to aspirations of the West was by comparing existing labor rights with examples, not from cheap labor destinations, but from international organizations and the EU. For instance, a labor representative from the Union of Public Workers, citing from one of their reports, emphasized how backward labor rights were in Turkey when compared to both ILO standards and EU requirements. Another example came from newspaper headlines reporting Western media coverage of violence and police brutality during the May 1 protests in 2007. One headline was particularly striking: “We have been disgraced before the world.” In this sense, the reversal of international comparison made it possible to rethink global aspirations of Turkish nationalism with a focus on pride in Western modernity.

At other times, the focus was on companies from outside the country buying public enterprises in the scramble for privatization. While the business sector welcomed international partnerships as a signal of economic development, labor union representatives argued that national treasures were being sold off. For example, when the public oil refinery’s privatization was finalized, the labor union representatives asked, “is this [new] company coming here for petrochemical production, or is their intention, in their own words, ‘to take advantage of the docks?’ […] The tender gives us the impression that Turkey is unprotected.” If these companies were a source of national pride (as the business elite was also arguing), so the logic went, why were they being sold off to foreigners? In other cases, it was internal others that the labor unions brought into their protests. In the fall of 2007, when there was an escalation of violence in the Southeast between the army and the PKK, workers during the Türk Telekom strike sang the national anthem and observed a mo-

ment of silence for the dead soldiers, before they went on to protest their employer. A union leader announced:

We are prepared to participate in any action to defend the flag and the indivisibility of the country. This is an open invitation to the Turkish General Staff [...] the 26,000 members of the Turkish Haber-İş Union are ready to march and blow up mines placed by the PKK terror organization in lands where our soldiers are up in arms. We are adamant because we love our nation.104

These examples drew on other interpretations of national threat, keeping the category, but changing the content. The workers challenged the business elite’s formulation of national threat in terms of lack of economic growth. Furthermore, by connecting their struggle to other popular imaginations of national (in)security, they also reproduced nationalist discourses.

Yet, beyond nationalist discourses, these struggles also produced rights-based definitions of citizenship. Whenever union representatives made public statements about their demands, they framed their position overtly in terms of their rights as workers and citizens. First and foremost, they emphasized the increasing poverty among their union members and the erosion of their economic and social rights as citizens. For example, in 2007, during the negotiations between Turkish Airlines and the union representatives, the latter frequently drew attention to how over the past years workers had lost a significant percentage of their real income due to inflation and insufficient wage increases. Since 2006, Limter-İş, the union representing some of the workers in the Tuzla shipyards, has successfully made public the alarming number of fatal accidents as a result of outsourcing, unsafe work environments, and extraordinarily long working hours. These formulations challenged the business portrayals of the relationship between economic success and privileged access to public decision-making. Instead they emphasized an idea of citizenship defined in terms of equality of social rights.

In fact, possibilities for transcending nationalism have become further crystallized in the most significant strike of recent labor history in Turkey, which took place between December 2009 and April 2010. Protesting against the flexibilization and informalization of their work contracts, as well as the loss of their gained rights, the workers of the

privatized company Tekel staged a strike in the capital of the country, drawing popular support from all sectors of society. The significance of this strike, from the perspective of nationalist discourses, was that workers were able to challenge successfully the government’s attempts to portray their activism in terms of “outside forces,” “threats to security,” and the like, by building alliances that overcame Turkish and Kurdish nationalist discourses. Studies of this strike suggest that it remains to be seen whether this experience can pave the way for class-based struggles against the advance of neo-liberal agendas. 105 The strike was profoundly successful in dismissing attempts to justify neo-liberal market ideologies in nationalist terms.

These contestations showed that the interpretative links between nationalism, economic performance, and citizenship were not necessarily uniform. The business elite and the workers have attempted to establish different frames of association. What was striking, however, was the overall effect of this contingency. Nationalism as a discourse prevailed for most, and nationalist discourses continued to be a terrain on which economic logics were contested.

**Concluding remarks**

This paper has explored representations emerging from intra-business and business elite-working class struggles in contemporary Turkey, in an effort to show that neo-liberal logics never work or become commonsensical by themselves. Economic rationalities have to speak through other local discourses. In these particular cases, it was contests over national identity and over who served the nation better that determined the success of neo-liberal agendas. Studying public discourses of economic performance as a terrain of banal nationalism shows how the two are reproduced by drawing support from one another. This approach also reveals how each embodies internal conflicts.

In the contemporary context, among the business elite there seems to be a divergence in terms of life-style choices and identity discourses. However, when we study their self-representations in the media, nationalist discourse emerges as a common frame through which individual economic success is articulated. These are part of the business elite’s strategies to legitimize their position in the socio-economic hierarchy.

---

as well as their demands for more significant roles in economic policymaking. Discourses about economic success give us important clues as to how business elites want to define themselves and control the representations that others construct about them. The result is a series of contestations over political belonging and over who constitutes a desirable Turkish citizen. In the process, first, individual business success is coded in terms of the benefit that one’s work has for the nation. Second, for the business elite, this benefit also says something about the level of rationality and responsibility that the relevant actors possess. Thus, a normalization of logics based on economic success and privileged access to economic decision-making happens through positive associations with service to and utility for the nation.

However, the working classes constantly challenge these logics, as the discourses that they adopt during strikes make clear. They reveal problems in the economic rationality adopted by the business elite, showing how unrealistic their assumptions about conditions of everyday life are. Nevertheless, the workers also adopt similar frameworks when they confront the business elite’s discourses of nationalism. They define national security, service, and threat in different ways, but continue to utilize the concepts. The ways in which they formulate their resistances point to the strength and resilience of nationalist discourses, and the paradoxical processes that make economic logics familiar. Yet, these challenges produce models of citizenship emphasizing social rights rather than nationalist rhetoric, as well. In these moments, the contingencies of both neo-liberal logics and their nationalist counterparts become visible.

These discursive battles are important because they provide us with clues about the ways in which the tenets of market economies work and how they are contested in the everyday. My suggestion is that, despite all the popularized ideas about global capitalism, we do not necessarily see a discursive erosion of nation-state frameworks. Instead, we witness the production of new social and political constellations that borrow from existing discourses in the local context and creatively combine them with discourses of economic performance. Studying these cultural strategies allows us to map the ways in which business elites attempt to and achieve partial success in carving out a privileged socio-economic and political existence for themselves. These combinations attempt to reproduce neo-liberal conceptualizations as inevitable truths, by connecting them to available discourses of nationalism. The challenges to neo-liberal logics can also work in the same way. Thus, a contingent effect is the construction of nationalism as a background, so pervasive that all actors position themselves in relation to it.
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